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cellular atlas to tissue cartography
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The thymus plays a central role in the development and
education of T cells. Studying the human thymus is notoriously
challenging due to limited access to healthy sample tissue and
difficulties in tissue processing. Although single cell sequencing
identified more than 40 different cell states, encompassing
majorly T cells, thymic fibroblasts, and thymic epithelial cells
(TECs) [1]. The thymus is separated into distinct individual
lobules, each further divided into two distinct zones based on
their cellular density. In the cortex, cortical TECs (cTECs) assist
early thymocyte development, which produces CD4+ CD8+

double positive cells [2]. After migrating to the medulla, tissue-
restricted antigen presenting medullary TECs (mTECs) mediate
the negative selection process, thereby eliminating strongly
self-reactive T cells from the thymus. Additionally, secondary
structures, like Hassall’s Corpuscles (HCs) in the medulla and the
cortico-medullary junction (CMJ) are suggested to contribute to
T cell tolerance and egress, respectively. The vast diversity of
stromal cells, along with other hematopoietic cells, creates a
highly specialized microenvironment. Despite the broad efforts
to characterise the cellular composition of the thymus during its
development [3–5], the spatial distribution of these cells in the
thymus and how they facilitate the maturation of conventional
T cell over the time remained largely unknown.
By combining a powerful ensemble of orthogonal state-of-

the-art single-cell assays, the preprint by Yayon, Kedlian,
Boehme et al. set out to address these issues [6]. Central to
their approach is an anatomically principled data harmonization
strategy. To facilitate good comparability between different
assays and to account for the specific morphology of the lobule
and its 3D complexity, they defined cells by their relative
positions within the lobule. Using the idea of defining landmark
structures as anchor points, the authors were able to create a
continuous cortico-medullary axis (CMA). Here the relative
positions of cells are calculated by their weighted distances to
boundaries defined by key anatomical landmarks, thereby
creating a continuous and finely detailed spatial framework
within the tissue structures. Through modelling the spatial
dimension of the thymus in a continuous manner, the resulting
map allows the authors to identify transcriptional profiles and
cellular populations distinct to each region and thus deduce
their functionality.
Employing this map, the authors demonstrate that maturat-

ing T cells showed an overall similar spatial developmental

trajectory in both foetal and paediatric thymus. Expectedly,
double negative and positive immature T cells were predomi-
nantly located in the cortex, while mature T cells were enriched
in the medulla. Cytokine expression showed comparable spatial
compartmentalisation across different developmental stages.
The study verified spatially distinct distribution between known
chemokine ligands in the cortex (e.g., CXCL12 [7]) and medulla
(e.g., CCL21 [8]), but also revealed cytokines changing their
local distribution upon thymic development. These include IL-
34, IL1R, CX3CL1, IL33, SPP1 which could suggest distinct
involvements of these cytokines for T cell maturation in the
thymus during development. The precise function of this
spatially restricted expression remains unknown.
Beyond the immune compartments, the authors locate a

putative progenitor population of TECs, so called medullary-
cortex TEC (mcTEC) progenitors in different locations of the
thymus. mcTEC were found closer to capsular zones, while mcTECs
and vessels were closer to the CMJ in the paediatric thymus. This
spatial association, which mirrors the distribution of capillaries and
lymphatic vessels in the foetal thymus, could suggest that the
vascular localisation proves a niche to mcTEC progenitors.
Previous reports have suggested that HCs may be involved in

the selection of regulatory T cells (Tregs) egressing from the
thymus [9]. Nevertheless, the role of this epithelial cell
aggregate within the thymic medulla remains ill-defined.
Applying their spatially aware analysis methods, the authors
observed high concentration of differentiated mTECs (referred
to as mTECIII) with high expression of peripheral tissue
antigens. This data points towards an important additional
layer of T cell education by ensuring development of tolerance
of T cells (e.g. Tregs) towards self-antigens specifically
expressed in barrier tissues such as skin and mucosa. Previously,
thymic stromal lymphopoietin expression of the HCs was
suggested to introduce dendritic cells, which consequently
provides important survival signals to developing thymic Tregs.
The spatial enrichment and possible interaction of CD11c+ DCs
and FOXP3+ Tregs with HC-associated mTECs would reinforce
this hypothesis, but further investigation is needed [9].
Lastly, the authors revealed a distinctive migratory pattern of

T cells committed towards CD4 or CD8 lineages between the
cortex and medulla. CD8 committed T cells linger in the cortex
longer and only depart from the cortex when they reach a (semi)
mature stage. In contrast, CD4+ T cells move to the medulla
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earlier. The authors correlate these migratory behaviours with a
distinctive utilization of chemokine receptors seen on the
transcriptional and protein levels. They pinpoint CCR4 as the
critical chemokine receptor guiding CD4-committed T cell to exit
from the cortex, while CXCR3 was identified as the key for CD8-
committed T cell egress. This seems to fit previous publications
which show that CCR4 is crucial for the medullary entry of CD4-
committed thymocytes [10].
Overall, Yayon, Kedlian, Boehme et al. demonstrate the

importance of analytical methods for spatial and single-cell data
grounded on anatomical principles to gain deeper understanding
into the organisation of the thymus during different develop-
mental stages. Furthermore, this study serves as a blueprint to
homogenise spatial and single cell data to overcome limitations in
resolution and sample acquisition. On the biological level, the
presented data enhances the understanding of the spatial
organization of different microenvironments throughout the
development of the thymus. It spurs new biological questions
with regards to the involvement of, for example spatially restricted
cytokine expression in T cell development as well as the potential
impact of HC-associated mTECs in thymocyte education (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Spatial transcriptomic analysis of thymus driven by anatomically grounded principles open novel questions on the organ’s
development. Applying the continuous cortico-medullary axis to the thymus section enables the relative positioning of cells within the
lobule, facilitating the observation of their development and movement. Classically, common lymphoid progenitor cells enter the thymus and
commit towards their T cell lineage. Thymocytes then progress to rearrange their beta chain in their double negative thymocyte (DNT) state.
Upon passing this first checkpoint, the cells upregulate surface expression of CD4 and CD8, thereby entering their double positive thymocytes
(DPT) state. Upon subsequent positive and negative selection, single positive thymocytes (SPT) will eventually emerge from the thymus. The
preprint adds a new perspective on how developing T cells interact with a multitude of stromal cells, including the cortical thymic epithelial
cell (cTEC) in the cortex and medullary thymic epithelial cell subsets (mTEC) in the medulla. Moreover, it highlights the close association of the
Hassall’s Corpuscle with mTEC III and the medullary-cortex TEC (mcTEC) progenitors with their perivascular niche. This study sparks a series of
new questions, which may provide further mechanistic spatial insights into thymocyte development.
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